
SunPower
.....My Solar Power-Station

    I have been fascinated with the principle of solar power for the last
several years. I have great appreciation for the environmental and in-
dependence aspects, plus the concept of creating electricity from the
sun just seems quite mystical to me. Our inhabitance in the sunbelt
Colorado mountains means that there should be an abundance of
those magical rays.
   This summer (2010) I finally took the plunge and decided to put to-
gether a grid backup/supplemental system. Building on this scale lim-
its the financial pain and allows me to experiment and learn the
intricacies of assembling and caring for solar equipment, and to have
a little fun. I didn't know anything about the technical aspects, so I
spent many hours doing internet research to get some background.
What an incredible knowledge source to have at your fingertips! It
soon became clear that a: solar equipment is pretty pricey  b: system
design can be complex. In the end, I think I covered the bases fairly well given the budgetary constraints, but I
guess the experts can judge. Back in another life, I owned a satellite tv (big dish) / security systems business, so I sup-
pose those skills were advantageous.
    I started out looking at the various pre-packaged solar backup generators out there, and came to the conclusion
that for the same budget a considerably more powerful unit could be assembled from scratch. The design goal was
to be able to power some necessities like the frig and furnace during short-term grid outages, and power a desig-
nated circuit or two daily during normal times, with the potential for future expansion. Our electric bills average in
the low $30's, so the traditional concept of "payback" isn't realistic. This system was constructed primarily on the
basis of ideological principles. And also, because I believe that we all could be in for some rather challenging times
in the future, and the capability to self-generate electricity could come in pretty handy.

Equipment:
• 2X Evergreen-Sun 205 watt/12 volt poly-crystalline
modules (410 watts total)
• Rogue MPT-3024 charge controller (mppt-30amps)
• Powerjack pure sine wave inverter-1500 watts
• Deka 8A8D sealed AGM battery (12 volt / 245ah)
• 2X Homeline breaker boxes (12 circuit) For panel
combiner/ac interface
• Deltec lightening arrester
• Fuse & Holder (200amp) For battery>inverter circuit
• Blue Sea battery switch (350 amp)
• Battery>inverter cables (size 4/0)
• Wiring: #6 grounding / #10 dc interconnection / #8 ac
• Lot's of miscellaneous > rack, control box, electrical etc
Cost:
The initial budget was $2000. The actual expenditure
was $2630. If I would have used the 2 X T-105 golf cart
batteries and non-mppt charge controller that I had origi-
nally planned on, it would have came in around $2200,
pretty close. All in all, I think I have achieved very good
quality and capacity given the [comparatively] modest
investment.

 * Fortunately, we live in a beautiful forest. Unfortunately,
this feature makes it necessary to locate the array 140 ft
from the house to get solar exposure. This extended run
makes it impractical to locate the battery and electronics at
the house. In actuality, we live in a small A-frame and are
utilizing every square foot of it. There is absolutely no space
to locate the DC components in a preferred heated location,
even if cable length considerations would allow it. I could
put it all in the middle of the living room, but I think my
wife might object. Consequently, everything is centralized
at the array. On the plus side, it makes for some very short,
efficient component connections. Of course, the minus, is
the cold temperature battery capacity issue. It is what it is...
    Here's the bottom line. So far, it works great! It does ev-
erything I designed it to do. It's been down to 10°,  the deep
winter is yet to come, we'll see how it plays out. It is an ex-
periment after all. I think that pretty much anything can be
compensated for.
    If I had sufficient exposure, I would probably have solar
everything: electricity, passive/active heat, hot water etc.
But, I love the forest too much. The price of paradise...  >>
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Technicalities...
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With some refurbishment, this old dog-
house I had sitting around made a nice
control center (powerbox).

The rack has fully adjustable declination, I have 3
set's of struts which allow for 4 season optimiza-
tion. In this photo, it is set in the spring/fall posi-
tion. There are 7 cement blocks attached to the
base, so far so good as far as wind issues. And,
they elevate it out of the snow to some degree. I
can always add more.

The house breaker box
is located out on the
power pole, which made
it convenient to tie in the
solar interface panel
(grey  box). This is not
grid-tie, just a simple
A/B switch arrangement.

I decided that a cooler would make an
optimal battery box, from the stand-
point of temperature (cold/heat) stabi-
lization. Utilizing a single, sealed,
high capacity AGM battery makes for
near zero maintenance and no multi-
ple battery connection/efficiency is-
sues. And, it's feather light! A battery
temperature probe optimizes the
charge rate.

The system is switched/ fused between the array
and the charge controller, switched between the
charge controller and battery, and switched/fused
between the battery and inverter. There is also a
lightening arrester at the combiner panel. The
modules are wired in series for 24v, then down-
converted to 12v by the charge controller, which
has an LCD display with memory retention for all
the relevant production/charging stats.

~Random Notes...

* I could upgrade the system fairly easily using the same basic infrastructure. Another pair of modules, a second charge controller and bat-
tery would effectively double the output/storage capacity. Anything beyond that would require a larger control center. I'm thinking a well
insulated mini-shed with solar heating would work nicely.
* The key to good system design is matching and balancing the components to the anticipated load / duration. Not as easy as it sounds...
* We have a large, new, relatively efficient 25.5 cubic ft [side by side] refrigerator. It only pulls 1.3 amps (13 amps startup), or 11.3 AH cu-
mulative on a warm summers 24 hour day, according to the "Kill a Watt" meter. Pretty good for a box that big. We generally keep 1 - 2
months food supply on hand at any given time, so the extensive storage capacity is a necessity, especially for frozen nutriment.
*  I usually engage the system on sunny days powering a chosen circuit or two, in accordance with the particular activity of the day. Right
now it's grid with solar backup, hopefully progressing to solar with grid backup in the future.
* It seems like everything always takes longer and costs more than you think it will, and this project was no exception to the rule. Nearly  9
months passed from the initial research phase through >design > planning > parts acquisition and construction. I have a great sense of satis-
faction and accomplishment. It has been a major learning experience, I got the chance to exercise the grey matter a bit. Powering up the first
time was quite a memorable moment !!

Major Suppliers:
Northern Arizona Wind & Sun
Rogue Power Technologies
Sun Electronics
Home Depot

http://www.windsun.com
http://www.roguepowertech.com/
http://sunelec.com/
http://www.homedepot.com/

